
Height Width Deep (Inches)

20 15 15 Exterior

Weight: 93 lbs

Height Width Deep (Inches)

201/4 14 14 Exterior

101/2 131/2 121/4 Interior

Weight: 90 lbs

Height Width Deep (Inches)

20 14 14 Exterior

123/4 133/4 113/10 Interior

Weight: 93 lbs

RH-2014E
(ELECTRONIC)

RH-2014K
(KEY LOCK)

RH-2014C
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-2014C
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-2014E
(ELECTRONIC)

FD-2014K
(KEY LOCK)

TTW-2015

 � B-Rated Heavy Duty Depository Safe.
 � 1/2” Steel door.
 � Internal re-locking devise provides secondary line of defense.
 � 4 pre-drilled anchor holes.
 � Anti-Fish baffle prevents theft throught deposit door (except for 
RH-2014 and TTW-2015 models).

 � Locks and re-locker are protected.
 �Drill/Ballistic resistant hardplate.
 �Dual re-lockers.

Put a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or external
Hollon Depository Safes allow companies to regain control of their cash... 

and are the absolute best choice for a heavy duty commercial environment.
Constructed with solid steel plates welded with continuous welds for all 

parts of the safe. B-Rated and designed for use with armored car services, 
restaurants, chain stores, convenience stores and government applications.

Comes complete with the S&G UL Group II lock... designed for high 
commercial series usage - and lasting up to 300% longer than standard UL 
listed Group II locks.

Put a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or externalPut a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or external
DEPOSITORY SAFESDEPOSITORY SAFES
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Height Width Deep (Inches)

27 14 14 Exterior

18 131/2 11 Interior

Weight: 115 lbs

Height Width Deep (Inches)

30 20 20 Exterior

81/4 193/4 17 Interior

Weight: 200 lbs Cubic Feet: 3.6

Height Width Deep (Inches)

30 20 20 Exterior

19 18 173/4 Interior

Weight: 200 lbs Cubic Feet: 3.65

FD-3020C
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-3020E
(ELECTRONIC)

FD-2714C
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-2714E
(ELECTRONIC)

FD-2714K
(KEY LOCK)

FDD-3020CC
(DIAL LOCK)

FDD-3020EE
(ELECTRONIC)

FDD-3020EK
(KEY/ELEC LOCK)

 � B-Rated Heavy Duty Depository Safe.
 � 1/2” Steel door.
 � Internal re-locking devise provides secondary line of defense.
 � 4 pre-drilled anchor holes.
 � Anti-Fish baffle prevents theft throught deposit door (except for 
RH-2014 and TTW-2015 models).

 � Locks and re-locker are protected.
 �Drill/Ballistic resistant hardplate.
 �Dual re-lockers.

Put a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or external
Hollon Depository Safes allow companies to regain control of their cash... 

and are the absolute best choice for a heavy duty commercial environment.
Constructed with solid steel plates welded with continuous welds for all 

parts of the safe. B-Rated and designed for use with armored car services, 
restaurants, chain stores, convenience stores and government applications.

Comes complete with the S&G UL Group II lock... designed for high 
commercial series usage - and lasting up to 300% longer than standard UL 
listed Group II locks.

Put a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or externalPut a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or external
DEPOSITORY SAFESDEPOSITORY SAFES
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Put a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or externalPut a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or external
DEPOSITORY SAFESDEPOSITORY SAFES

Height Width Deep (Inches)

40 20 20 Exterior

195/8 193/4 16 Interior

93/4 191/2 151/4 Lock Box

Weight: 258 lbs

Height Width Deep (Inches)

40 20 20 Exterior

111/8 193/4 16 Interior Top 

151/2 193/4 16 Interior Bottom

Weight: 258 lbs

Height Width Deep (Inches)

30 20 20 Exterior

121/4 193/4 167/8 Interior

43/8 193/4 167/8 Lock Box

Weight: 180 lbs

Height Width Deep (Inches)

40 20 20 Exterior

271/8 193/4 16 Interior

Weight: 248 lbs

FD-3020CILK
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-3020EILK
(ELECTRONIC)

FD-4020C
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-4020E
(ELECTRONIC)

FD-4020CILK
(DIAL LOCK)

FD-4020EILK
(ELECTRONIC)

FDD-4020CC
(DIAL LOCK)

FDD-4020EE
(ELECTRONIC)

 � B-Rated Heavy Duty Depository Safe.
 � 1/2” Steel door.
 � Internal re-locking devise provides secondary line of defense.
 � 4 pre-drilled anchor holes.
 � Anti-Fish baffle prevents theft throught deposit door (except for 
RH-2014 and TTW-2015 models).

 � Locks and re-locker are protected.
 �Drill/Ballistic resistant hardplate.
 �Dual re-lockers.

Put a dead stop to theft or shrinkage - internal or external
Hollon Depository Safes allow companies to regain control of their cash... 

and are the absolute best choice for a heavy duty commercial environment.
Constructed with solid steel plates welded with continuous welds for all 

parts of the safe. B-Rated and designed for use with armored car services, 
restaurants, chain stores, convenience stores and government applications.

Comes complete with the S&G UL Group II lock... designed for high 
commercial series usage - and lasting up to 300% longer than standard UL 
listed Group II locks.
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What a Difference a hinge Makes!What a Difference a hinge Makes!

Hollon Safe uses our own design solid 
steel hinge. These cost roughly 500% more 
than an industry standard hinge used by our 
competition. Seems crazy right? We don’t 
think so because we want our customers to 
have decades of trouble free use of their safe. 
Our vault hinges on our gun safes are “NO 
SAG HINGES” and this takes much more steel 
to produce. 

Lesser quality hinges are much smaller 
and often use “hinge cap” to make the smaller 
hinge look larger and more secure. How do 
you know if the gun safe you are 
looking at uses a hinge cap? Easy, 
it will be adjustable and no sign 
of being welded onto the front of 
the safe. It will look to perfect due 
to the use of epoxy to hold it into 
place. The adjustable feature is 
also needed because it’s only a 
matter of time before it sags. Then 
the door will begin to stick and it will 
be hard to open and close. You may 
even need to lift up on the handle 
to get it to open. These are better 
than internal hinges which won’t let 
the door open completely. 

Some competitors use internal 
hinges. These are also something 
to be aware of. I suggest you open 
the door and place your hand on 
the hinge and follow it around to 
the inside. You will notice there is 
no fireproofing where the hinges 

are attached. So if a chain is only as strong 
as its weakest link…here is the weakness. 
Those companies will often say stuff like “that 
is why it is only 75 minute fire rated and not 
90 minutes.” Which sounds good but it just 
doesn’t work that way in a fire. 

These hinges work but it’s important you 
know what you are getting for the money. 
Hollon hinges are some of the best in the 
world and we are proud to offer these on our 
top safe models so you have trouble free use 
of your safe for decades. 
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